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Getting Results Through Learning 1997
public policy makers and managers in public administration operate under a unique set of
circumstances that differ significantly from those in the private sector collaboration through networks
is a feature of both sectors but in the private sector it is often characterized by partnerships and
alliances meant to benefit a particular company or industry whereas collaboration through networks
in the public sector involve disparate organizations working toward a common goal and not merely to
enhance the performance of one among them therefore much of the work that has been published in
the business management literature on collaboration through networks does not apply wholesale
without revisions to the public sector mandell and her contributors fill that gap by bringing together
academic and practitioner perspectives into a coherent holistic examination of the operative
processes in public sector networks and network structures networks and network structures by
definition imply interactions among many organizations individuals or interest groups the definition is
broadened here to include collaborative efforts that take place within different countries as well as
those that cross national borders going beyond the usual emphasis on the opportunities and promises
of collaboration through networks mandell and her contributors take a hard look at such pitfalls and
constraints as those involving power conflicts between individual and organizational commitments the
dichotomy between the need for flexibility and the need for rules and procedures the difference
between the needs and expectations of a national public and a local public and accountability issues
that arise from the need to satisfy outside regulators as well as the goals of the network in addition to
these unique contributions to the literature on networks and network structures mandell addresses
the important but often overlooked behavioral micro issues e g motivation change and
communication that tend to be drowned out by the overriding emphasis in the literature on structural
macro issues reflects the latest thinking in the field and explores up to the minute innovations
currently being developed

Getting Results Through Collaboration 2001-08-30
are you tired of reading through reams of statistics and listening to presentation after presentation
just to find the essential nuggets about business performance that will put and keep your company
ahead do you want colleagues and employees to buy in with cooperation and supportive engagement
do you want to align your business actions with goals and ensure resources are allocated for optimal
return in this practical put it in play today guide management consultant connie siu cuts straight to
the core elements of business performance measurement that will produce actionable results whether
you re an executive manager business owner project leader or team leader get results that count will
help you get clarity on what is important and relevant to measure develop meaningful measures
monitor and communicate the right results to the right audience manage challenges with data drive
accountability for performance overcome common measurement problems

Get Results that Count 2016-03-07
a guide to the agile results system a systematic way to achieve both short and long term results that
can be applied to all aspects of life

Getting Results the Agile Way 2010
the definitive book on workplace accountability by the new york times bestselling authors of how did
that happen since it was originally published in 1994 the oz principle has sold nearly 600 000 copies
and become the worldwide bible on accountability through its practical and invaluable advice
thousands of companies have learned just how vital personal and organizational accountability is for a
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company to achieve and maintain its best results at the core of the authors message is the idea that
when people take personal ownership of their organization s goals and accept responsibility for their
own performance they become more invested and work at a higher level to ensure not only their own
success but everyone s now more than ever the oz principle is vital to anyone charged with obtaining
results it is a must have must read and must apply classic business book

The Oz Principle 1998-10-01
this book focuses on what it takes to achieve great business results in the complex world of u s
federal government contracts and projects specifically the book addresses the nature of the blended
multisector workforce challenges and opportunities the need for knowledge management throughout
the acquisition life cycle and the mandate to provide effective program project management in an
environment of performance based acquisition the book provides a comprehensive discussion of the
six integrated disciplines of performance based project management pbpm including cultural
transformation strategic linkage governance communications risk management performance
management key topics include effective management of a multisector workforce how to create and
sustain a knowledge management culture success with complex far programs and contracts the book
provides 100 proven best practices tools techniques and more than 12 case studies from both u s
government agencies and industry the book concludes with a brief discussion of the future acquisition
workforce and what it will take to get great results with on time delivery of quality products services
and integrated solutions at competitive pricing

Getting Results 2008-01-01
getting results the better regulation executive and the impact of the regulatory reform agenda fifth
report of session 2007 08 vol 2 oral and written evidence

Getting Results Through Traffic Engineering 2008
p point management is an easy read that will double your management iq in a few hours it reduces
the current information overload into the simple things that managers of any organization can do to
get the best results learn the novel concept of psychological power points p points are the few simple
activities that get huge results become a master of the clock get more done in less time simplify the
overload by focusing on doing the most important things in the right ways to get the best results the
ultimate here to there gap closer

Getting Results 2008
you have the vision now you have the means to achieve it written by two experts from the university
of michigan business school this book outlines a proven five step process for achieving the
organizational imperatives you want in a systematic fashion you can follow the authors offer field
tested guidance on how to focus company wide efforts on desired outcomes create a positive working
environment that encourages achievement and practice continuous improvement to sustain and
improve operating results based on extensive research that includes data gathered from more than 2
000 managers the book includes a wealth of illustrative case studies vignettes and self assessments
that will help you see your way to success
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P Point Management : Get Big Results By Doing Little Things
2001-06-18
program teaches techniques to develop and inspire people the keys to team building how to deal
positively with conflict how to delegate the right project to the right person and the best measures for
cost control and methods improvement

Getting Results 2003
while in her fifties donna portland finally summoned the courage to walk away from her unfulfilling
existence and begin a fabulous journey toward finding meaning in her life today she has achieved a
sense of her true self and purpose and lives authentically as a beacon of inspiration to others in short
portland is living proof that positive habits get results portland a master nlp coach and hypnotherapist
interweaves her personal story with research and discovery to share a practical roadmap that guides
others on a journey inward to take back their energy and change their daily habits one by one to start
living with excellence and make positive changes that last after addressing several aspects of
physicality that include the importance of a regular sleep routine incorporating consistent meditation
and relaxation techniques and eliminating other daily habits that steal energy portland leads others
through headspace that encourages an attitude of gratitude a mastering of the mind and better time
management positive habits get results is a simple guide that will help anyone transform their daily
habits through consistent actions to achieve wellness success and contentment

Managing Effort, Getting Results 2007
how can you tell a true leader from one who just talks a good game it s a true leader who makes his
or her vision a reality achieving great results that bring the highest levels of success in how great
leaders get great results top leadership and management consultant john baldoni explains how
anyone from a first time manager to a ceo can become a great leader by creating a strong results
driven organization he blends key management principles with leadership stories to demonstrate how
you can bring your people together gain their trust increase their enthusiasm and motivate them to
adopt your company s goals as their own baldoni profiles several renowned results oriented business
leaders revealing the proven execution strategies they use to consistently get their people to perform
to their fullest he identifies seven key steps vision alignment execution risk discipline courage and
results that top leaders such as anne mulcahy john mccain steve jobs meg whitman and steven
spielberg take to get the results they want their stories are paired with a concrete plan of action that
helps you cultivate a results driven culture no matter your type of business baldoni shows you how to
communicate with your people in ways that make things happen enlist support for your ideas and
overcome resistance instill a sense of accountability in all teams and departments encourage risk
taking and push innovation achieve desirable sustainable results and deal with unintended
unwelcome results teach your own results driven story whether your goals are increased sales
improved customer service enhanced quality faster productivity or any other criteria for your people
products or services how great leaders get great results gives you the tools to become a true
visionary create more heroes in your workplace and drive your business to the top

Managing Through Performance 1997-10
the professional s quick reference handbook for writing business and technical reports professionals in
business government and technical fields often need help in organizing and writing reports for
associates clients and managers this simple tutorial handbook offers expert tips and useful ideas for
organizing ideas structuring reports and adding spice to technical papers writing reports to get results
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offers in depth guidance for writing short informal reports such as job progress reports and inspection
reports semiformal reports such as laboratory and medium length investigation and evaluation
reports formal reports such as analytical and feasibility studies and major investigations technical and
business proposals of varying complexity the authors use a simple pyramid method to help writers
organize their information into the most convenient and simplest structure for any type of document
from single page proposals to full length presentations rounding out this easy instructional handbook
are helpful tips on a number of other topics such as constructing reference lists and bibliographies the
use of numbers abbreviations and metric symbols preparing illustrations for insertion into a report
and working collaboratively as a member of a writing team

How to Supervise People 1995
with this extensively upgraded second edition dean anderson and linda ackerman anderson solidify
their status as the leading authorities on change leadership and organizational transformation this is
without question the most comprehensive approach for leaders who are serious about making change
a strategic discipline jim kouzes author the leadership challenge and the truth about leadership a
comprehensive look at what it really takes to lead transformation successfully written by two of the
masters of the craft the author s best selling first edition has been significantly updated to deliver
critical insights about how leaders can achieve breakthrough results from transformational change
even in these challenging times the book introduces conscious change leadership and provides
insights about the critical human and change process dynamics that leaders must be aware of in
order to succeed and reveals why most leaders do not see these dynamics most importantly it
highlights the shift in worldview leaders must make to deliver greater success the book outlines the
author s highly successful multi dimensional process approach to transformation addressing change
at the organizational team relational and personal levels it thoroughly addresses leadership mindset
and behavioral modeling culture change and large systems implementations providing best practices
developed over three decades of successful consulting to fortune 500 executives written for
executives and managers od consultants change managers project managers and change consultants
this must read book provides the foundation for successful change leadership and consulting based
on thirty years of action research with fortune 500 companies government agencies the military and
large non profit global organizations provides worksheets tools case examples and assessments that
you can immediately apply to all types of change efforts contrasts two vastly different leadership
approaches to change and reveals why only one works provides solutions for turning employee
resistance into commitment outlines the common mistakes in change and how you can avoid them
reveals the differences between transformation and other types of change so you can build strategies
that really get results beyond change management advances the field of change leadership and takes
the concept of managing change in organizations to a whole new level it is a must read for anyone
wanting to stay abreast of advancements in the field together with its companion volume the change
leader s roadmap how to navigate your organization s transformation these books can be used as
texts in corporate or graduate school training programs and courses

Setting Priorities, Getting Results 2020-10-28
getting results is an integrated compilation of practical advice on how career and appointed leaders
and managers can better manage for results and how congress the media and the public can support
and critique performance the advice is non political and non partisan reflecting the time tested
judgments of a broad cross section of experienced government leaders essays include the personal
views of senior leaders on strategic approaches to achieving results critical human capital
management issues using it leading organizational change working with state and local governments
and with contractors communicating results to congress the media and the public linking performance
and budgeting evaluating results and working on results with igs gao and omb the authors vice
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admiral thad w allen jonathan baron jonathan breul brent bushey mike davis carl demaio mortimer
downey thomas f dungan george grob phil joyce john kamensky richard keevey nancy kingsbury
rosslyn kleeman ian koski dave mcclure pat mcginnis maurice mctigue kathy newcomer pete smith
hal steinberg bob tobias hugh walkup and barry white publication of getting results is sponsored and
financed by the center for innovation in public service in the school of public policy and public
administration at the george washington university gwu and management concepts

Positive Habits Get Results 2005-12-26
a leader s singular job is to get results but even with all the leadership training programs and expert
advice available effective leadership still eludes many people and organizations one reason says
daniel goleman is that such experts offer advice based on inference experience and instinct not on
quantitative data now drawing on research of more than 3 000 executives goleman explores which
precise leadership behaviors yield positive results he outlines six distinct leadership styles each one
springing from different components of emotional intelligence each style has a distinct effect on the
working atmosphere of a company division or team and in turn on its financial performance coercive
leaders demand immediate compliance authoritative leaders mobilize people toward a vision
affiliative leaders create emotional bonds and harmony democratic leaders build consensus through
participation pacesetting leaders expect excellence and self direction and coaching leaders develop
people for the future the research indicates that leaders who get the best results don t rely on just
one leadership style they use most of the styles in any given week goleman details the types of
business situations each style is best suited for and he explains how leaders who lack one or more of
these styles can expand their repertories he maintains that with practice leaders can switch among
leadership styles to produce powerful results thus turning the art of leadership into a science the
harvard business review classics series offers you the opportunity to make seminal harvard business
review articles a part of your permanent management library each highly readable volume contains a
groundbreaking idea that continues to shape best practices and inspire countless managers around
the world and will have a direct impact on you today and for years to come

How Great Leaders Get Great Results 2004-04-05
ask the right questions and get improved sustained employee performance since technology has
made it easy to access share and distribute company data many managers avoid live interaction
instead relying on emails text messages based seminars to manage their employees but although
technology has changed people have not there is still a need for effective face to face communication
managers need to have the ability to ask the right questions and use the answers to find solutions
questions that get results is an innovative powerful resource that provides managers with the
questions that lead to real answers for motivating employees minimizing conflicting priorities
maximizing working relationships building trust holding the team accountable coaching for greater
performance selling ideas creating change hiring the best candidates and negotiating solutions to
internal and external conflicts each chapter profiles a manager who is struggling to communicate an
otherwise successful leader who is simply missing an element in their managerial toolkit following
each profile are practical tools that will assist any manager faced with a similar situation together the
authors train approximately 30 000 professionals per year increase your effectiveness and bring out
the best in your employees by learning the questions that get results

Writing Reports to Get Results 2010-10-26
1 new york times bestseller more than two million copies in print the premier resource for how to
deliver results in an uncertain world whether you re running an entire company or in your first
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management job a must read for anyone who cares about business the new york times when
execution was first published it changed the way we did our jobs by focusing on the critical
importance of the discipline of execution the ability to make the final leap to success by actually
getting things done larry bossidy and ram charan now reframe their empowering message for a world
in which the old rules have been shattered radical change is becoming routine and the ability to
execute is more important than ever now and for the foreseeable future growth will be slower but the
company that executes well will have the confidence speed and resources to move fast as new
opportunities emerge competition will be fiercer with companies searching for any possible advantage
in every area from products and technologies to location and management governments will take on
new roles in their national economies some as partners to business others imposing constraints
companies that execute well will be more attractive to government entities as partners and suppliers
and better prepared to adapt to a new wave of regulation risk management will become a top priority
for every leader execution gives you an edge in detecting new internal and external threats and in
weathering crises that can never be fully predicted execution shows how to link together people
strategy and operations the three core processes of every business leading these processes is the
real job of running a business not formulating a vision and leaving the work of carrying it out to others
bossidy and charan show the importance of being deeply and passionately engaged in an
organization and why robust dialogues about people strategy and operations result in a business
based on intellectual honesty and realism with paradigmatic case histories from the real world
including examples like the diverging paths taken by jamie dimon at jpmorgan chase and charles
prince at citigroup execution provides the realistic and hard nosed approach to business success that
could come only from authors as accomplished and insightful as bossidy and charan

Beyond Change Management 2005
this resource shows how students who work together and share ideas with one another can deepen
their understanding of essential concepts combining effective grouping strategies with other research
based practices this resource focuses on the power of student collaboration and dialogue in
differentiated classrooms students can strengthen critical thinking and achievement through three
key skills teaming to learn sharing knowledge and skills and integrating and applying learning the
authors offer more than 100 reproducible planning tools to help learners improve critical thinking
generalize and infer integrate content and identify patterns increase adaptive and analytical
reasoning by utilizing these innovative teaching tools and strategies with their student teams
teachers can prepare all students for deeper thinking and success both in the classroom and on
assessments

Getting Results 2017-06-06
a comprehensive set of tools for achieving lasting results and sustaining a professional learning
community to help sustain the ongoing success of professional learning communities this
comprehensive resource provides an illustrated collection of ready to use tools and examples of plans
in action for results oriented faculty and staff meetings demonstrating how to use each of the 61
strategies the authors show you how to create a growth oriented climate that encourages feedback
and builds trust share knowledge and skills to expand and optimize results build resilience develop
creative solutions and manage change determine priorities and create excellence when setting goals
tying data to practice and analyzing results

Leadership That Gets Results (Harvard Business Review
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Classics) 2010-11-30
people do their best work when they are motivated this may sound obvious but while people
managers instinctively agree with the centrality of motivation at work and its impact on employee
engagement their practices do not follow with so much real work to do every day how can managers
also carve out time to learn engage build relationships tap motivation encourage development and
inspire the problem is a false dichotomy between the world of business and that of people
development what if managers were able to systematically transform everyday business issues into
meaningful developmental coaching opportunities with employees at the same time this proven
coaching approach radically shifts conversations away from either or propositions and uses an
entirely different lens transforming business challenges by connecting them directly to employee
motivation to achieve the desired business result while dramatically increasing employee
engagement and all this comes none too soon as leaders must rethink the way they lead given the
modern realities of organizational life among them a rapidly changing workplace and increasing
uncertainty that requires a fundamental shift in the leader s approach including the distribution of
authority and the expectation that employees take responsibility for their own learning pervasive and
persistent employee disengagement characterized by employees who no longer accept the
organization s priorities at the expense of their own where organizations that continue to dictate
terms will find ongoing challenges with costly employee turnover and lack of engagement during the
past decade the developmental coaching model has been taught across the globe in nine languages
and has been enthusiastically embraced by thousands of managers while dissolving the invisible
barriers that block individual and organizational development and business success

Questions That Get Results 2009-11-10
it seems these days that everyone hates meetings how many times have you heard someone say we
have too many meetings or i am booked so solid every day in meetings i never have time to get
anything done or i m back to back but when you talk to people it isn t that they hate meetings it s
that they don t like meetings in which nothing gets done no one is sure why the meeting was called or
why half the people are in the room or what exactly is supposed to get done or what was decided we
complain about meetings but we seem to attend more and more of them this book is for people who
need to lead effective meetings in any context it is a blueprint for how to have your meetings work
defined as meetings that achieve the results you want to achieve in the meeting and afterwards it s a
how to guide for using the time you spend planning organizing and conducting meetings wisely it s
about getting results through meetings why are effective meetings important meeting quality matters
well run organizations have well run meetings sloppily run organizations have sloppily run meetings
what are the signs of a bad meeting the meeting starts late there is no agenda the meeting runs over
no one is sure what if anything was decided or accomplished the same meeting to discuss the same
topic seems to be held over and over again no one knows what the next steps are or who is supposed
to follow up whom for what someone monopolizes the meeting and someone else talks in circles while
yet someone else seems to simply rephrase and repeat what has already been said nothing
discourages people whether volunteers or employees like feeling they are wasting their time too
many meetings waste time they sap morale and leave people frustrated or irritated this is a shame as
leading an effective meeting is not rocket science once you have a blueprint if you have an allergic
reaction to wasting time in meetings this book is for you it is divided into five principal sections
preparation invitation agenda delivery follow up the sections outline the five phases of a meeting for
your meeting to be successful again defined as a meeting that achieves the results you want to
achieve you must execute each phase successfully meetings versus presentations the tips in this
book are intended to apply to both meetings in which various people interact in a more or less
informal setting and presentations occasions on which a speaker presents material to an audience in
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a structured more or less formal setting some principles apply more directly to meetings others to
presentations all are relevant to both

Execution 2015-11-24
to succeed in today s hypercompetitive economy managers must master creating a productive work
environment for employees while still making numbers tense overextended workplaces force
managers to choose between results and relationships executives set aggressive goals so managers
drive their teams to deliver resulting in burnout or employees seek connection and support so
managers focus on relationships and fail to make the numbers however managers need to achieve
both in winning well managers will learn how to stamp out the corrosive win at all costs mentality
focus on the game not just the score reinforce behaviors that produce results sustain energy and
momentum be the leader people want to work for to prevent burnout and disengagement while still
achieving the necessary success for the company managers must learn how to get their employees
productive while creating an environment that makes them want to produce even more winning well
offers a quick practical action plan for making the workplace productive rewarding and even fun

Student Teams That Get Results 2007-01-02
why getting results should be every nonprofit manager s first priority a nonprofit manager s
fundamental job is to get results sustained over time rather than boost morale or promote staff
development this is a shift from the tenor of many management books particularly in the nonprofit
world managing to change the world is designed to teach new and experienced nonprofit managers
the fundamental skills of effective management including managing specific tasks and broader
responsibilities setting clear goals and holding people accountable to them creating a results oriented
culture hiring developing and retaining a staff of superstars offers nonprofit managers a clear guide to
the most effective management skills shows how to address performance problems dismiss staffers
who fall short and the right way to exercising authority gives guidance for managing time wisely and
offers suggestions for staying in sync with your boss and managing up this important resource
contains 41 resources and downloadable tools that can be implemented immediately

Teacher Teams That Get Results 1998
if your team isn t getting results you may think the problem starts with a failure in leadership while
the person in charge may have issues a leadership problem doesn t necessarily mean you have a
leader problem leadership is not just about the people at the top but is a social process enabling
individuals to work together as a cohesive group to produce collective results this book will show you
how to diagnose problems in your team by focusing on the three outcomes of effective leadership
direction alignment and commitment by assessing where your group stands in each of these
outcomes you can plan and implement the changes necessary to get better results

The Results Act, are We Getting Results? 2020-09-17
curriculum maps are among the simplest yet most effective tools for improving teaching and learning
because they require people to draw explicit connections between content skills and assessment
measures these maps help ensure that all aspects of a lesson are aligned not only with each other but
also with mandated standards and tests in getting results with curriculum mapping heidi hayes jacobs
and her coauthors offer a wide range of perspectives on how to get the most out of the curriculum
mapping process in districts and schools in addition to detailed examples of maps from schools across
the united states the authors offer concrete advice on such critical issues as preparing educators to
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implement mapping procedures using software to create unique mapping databases integrating
decision making structures and staff development initiatives through mapping helping school
communities adjust to new curriculum review processes and making mapping an integral part of
literacy training teachers administrators staff developers and policymakers alike will find this book an
essential guide to curriculum mapping and a vital resource for spearheading school improvement
efforts note this product listing is for the adobe acrobat pdf version of the book

Leading for Learning 2016-06-05
from executives complaining that their teams don t contribute ideas to employees giving up because
their input isn t valued company culture is the culprit courageous cultures provides a road map to
build a high performance high engagement culture around sharing ideas solving problems and
rewarding contributions from all levels many leaders are convinced they have an open environment
that encourages employees to speak up and are shocked when they learn that employees are holding
back employees have ideas and want to be heard leadership wants to hear them too often however
employees and leaders both feel that no one cares about making things better the disconnect
typically only widens over time with both sides becoming more firmly entrenched in their viewpoints
becoming a courageous culture means building teams of microinnovators problem solvers and
customer advocates working together in our world of rapid change a courageous culture is your
competitive advantage it ensures that your company is sticky for both customers and employees in
courageous cultures you ll learn practical tools that help you learn the difference between
microinnovators problem solvers and customer advocates and how they work together see how the
latest research conducted by the authors confirms why organizations struggle when it comes to
creating strong cultures where employees are encouraged to contribute their best thinking learn
proven models and tools that leaders can apply throughout all levels of the organization to reengage
and motivate employees understand best practices from companies around the world and learn how
to apply these strategies and techniques in your own organization this book provides you with the
practical tools to uncover leverage and scale the best ideas from every level of your organization

How to Lead an Effective Meeting (and get the results you
want) 2016-04-15
have you ever wondered why some people seem to catch all the breaks and win over and over again
what do the super successful know what is standing between you and your wildest dreams the book
of mistakes will take you on an inspiring journey following an ancient manuscript with powerful
lessons that will transform your life you ll meet david a young man who with each passing day is more
disheartened and stressed despite a decent job apartment and friends he just feels hollow until one
day he meets a mysterious young woman and everything starts to change in this self help tale
wrapped in fiction you ll learn the nine mistakes that prevent many from achieving their goals you ll
learn how to overcome these hurdles and reinvent your life this success parable is packed with
wisdom that will help you discover and follow your personal purpose push beyond your perceived
capabilities and achieve more than you ever dreamed possible you ll find yourself returning again and
again to a deceptively simple story that teaches actionable insights and enduring truths

Winning Well 2012-04-03
a proven approach for helping leaders and teams work together to achieve better decisions greater
commitment and stronger results more than ever effective leadership requires us to work as a team
but many leaders struggle to get the results they need when stakes are high you can t get great
results by just changing what you do you also need to change how you think organizational
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psychologist and leadership consultant roger schwarz applies his 30 years of experience working with
leadership teams to reveal how leaders can drastically improve results by changing their individual
and team mindset provides practical guidance to help teams increase decision quality decrease
implementation time foster innovation get commitment reduce costs and increase trust outlines 5
core values leadership teams can adopt to exponentially improve results author of the skilled
facilitator and the skilled facilitator fieldbook get the results you and your team need start by applying
the practical wisdom of smart leaders smarter teams

Managing to Change the World 2019-11-19
every great idea hinges on one thing buy in you have ideas you have projects and initiatives that you
want to make a reality but let s face it unless you can get others to work with you those ideas aren t
going anywhere your ability to capture people s hearts and minds is the key to getting results in his
engaging style author simon dowling will show you not just how to get heard but how to create true
buy in around your ideas and initiatives dealing with pushback along the way and turning talk into
action

Direction, Alignment, Commitment: Achieving Better Results
Through Leadership, First Edition (Japanese) 2004-11-15
if your team isn t getting results you may think the problem starts with a failure in leadership while
the person in charge may have issues a leadership problem doesn t necessarily mean you have a
leader problem leadership is not just about the people at the top but is a social process enabling
individuals to work together as a cohesive group to produce collective results this book will show you
how to diagnose problems in your team by focusing on the three outcomes of effective leadership
direction alignment and commitment by assessing where your group stands in each of these
outcomes you can plan and implement the changes necessary to get better results

Getting Results with Curriculum Mapping 2020-07-28
managers are in the best position to help people learn from experience the uncontested major source
of development make talent your business shows managers how to do it by using the five practices
that work for managers who are exceptional at building talent

Courageous Cultures 2018-02-06
how to use intangibles to increase the value of your business originally published under the title why
the bottom line isn t this revised and updated edition shows business leaders how to build long term
value through assets not accounted for on the company s financial statements through leadership
service corporate culture and the ability to attract top talent businesses can create real measurable
value that goes beyond simple bottom line numbers based on research drawn from human resources
finance it and leadership how leaders build value offers ideas and actions that leaders at any level in
any function can use to increase their organization s overall value every chapter presents an
intangible asset as a concept then provides examples and tools that help leaders develop the asset
and communicate its value to shareholders employees and other parties no matter what kind of
organization you operate remarkable things happen when you build value through intangibles
employees will be more committed customers and investors more engaged confident and numerous
for those who want to impact the long term value of their organizations how leaders build value is a
straightforward and practical guide a captivating mix of ideas analysis and real world examples ulrich
and smallwood offer real insight into what works what doesn t work and why rick wagoner ceo general
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motors the concepts and tools in this book are a timely gift to leaders who are ready to see the whole
picture frances hesselbein chairman the leader to leader institute it s refreshing to see that business
success does not in fact begin and end at the bottom line in very clear terms ulrich and smallwood
provide business advice that can easily be applied to effect change don hall jr ceo hallmark

The Book of Mistakes 2013-03-18
the groupness factor is a useful guide for any leader who wants to become more influential and create
outstanding business results through attraction and retention of top talent and high employee
engagement in his quest for innovative and effective leadership methods executive coach charlie lang
came across an age old almost unknown concept the groupness factor which accounts for some of the
complexities of group behavior by carefully examining the principles behind this factor lang
discovered that a leader could get his team to want what he wants by being aware of this powerful
factor and how it can be controlled this book describes the evolutionary background of the groupness
factor and how it still exists in today s modern society with real life examples and anecdotes from his
coaching practice the author provides a practical approach to first class leadership and a corporate
success culture

Smart Leaders, Smarter Teams 2020-01-09
could the secret to heightened engagement and increasing bottom line results begin with the quality
of your conversations as a leader this practical book is for busy managers who are looking for more
effective ways to get work done through their team members it s for managers who want to improve
their direct reports performance and ability to generate business results it s for managers who want
to help their people become engaged focused and productive it s for managers who realize that they
spend most of their day communicating and want to create conversations that have a bigger impact
you will learn why coaching conversations are essential for leaders today how to handle the key
challenges of coaching as a manager how to address the critical role of building trust and
accountability when to have a coaching conversation and when not to the five key skills of
exceptional coaching for engagement the link between coaching conversations and performance
management what to do if employees resist coaching conversations coaching for engagement also
includes a field guide for preparing and having real conversations on topics that managers routinely
face in organizations a proven development process to bridge the gap from knowing how to coach for
engagement to implementing the new mindset and skills consistently the benefits of adopting a
coaching approach as a manager include better working relationships more creative ideas from
employees less ownership of other people s problems less work for you as your employees take more
initiative and the satisfaction of knowing you are creating a legacy of growth and development this
book provides a proven trailmap that combines the mindset skills and process to ensure you reap
these benefits

Get Heard, Get Results 2020-01-17

Direction, Alignment, Commitment 2011-05-30

Make Talent Your Business 2006-03-24
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How Leaders Build Value 2006-06-07

The Groupness Factor - How to Achieve a Corporate Success
Culture Through First-Class Leadership 2010-09

Coaching for Engagement
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